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Objectives
‣ To undertand the broad contribution of Textual Analysis 

through machine enabled analysis to distant reading; 
‣ To gain hands-on experience using Voyant to carry out a 

variety of textual analytical tasks; 
‣ To imagine how this might inform your own scholarship.



Agenda
‣ Definitions 
‣ What it is not 
‣ Understanding Basic Concepts and Terms 
‣ Voyant 
‣ Other Tools



“Textual Analysis involves providing 
unstructured text and relying on 
algorithmic structuring to allow for 
discerning patterns and 
constructing visualisations”





Thinking About Text Analysis
‣ There are recipes out there.

http://tapor.ca/home


Text Analysis Recipes

http://web.archive.org/web/20090804141355/http://tada.mcmaster.ca/Main/TaporRecipes


Lots of Tutorials

http://web.archive.org/web/20090804141355/http://tada.mcmaster.ca/Main/TaporRecipes


Finding Tools

http://tapor.ca/tools


Simple
‣ Word / Tag Clouds 
‣ wordle.net

http://www.wordle.net


A Little More Complex
‣ Word / Tag Clouds with Concorcances 
‣ wordle.net



Word Frequency
‣ Word frequency is used to list the most frequently 

occurring words or concepts in a given text.  
‣ This may identify themes, topics or forms of expression.



Collocation

‣ Collocation identifies words that commonly co-occur.  
‣ Bigrams (two adjacent words e.g. 'air conditioning' or 

'customer support') and trigrams (three adjacent words 
e.g. 'out of office' or 'to be continued') are common types 
of collocation. 

‣ Collocation can be helpful to identify hidden semantic 
structures and improve granularity of insights by 
counting bigrams and trigrams.



Concordance
‣ Concordance helps identify the context and instances of 

words or a set of words by displaying them within user 
definable phrase-segments. 

‣ This can h help to identify how an author is ‘using’ a 
particular word or phrase.



Voyant TA employs visual means to enhance 
these textual metrics 



Voyant - A short history
‣ The brainchild of Profs Geoffrey Rockwell and Stefan 

Sinclair 
‣ Aided by a wide group over time and refined by use 
‣ TAPoR 
‣ TAPoR3 is still around - but its different



About Voyant
‣ a text analysis environment that allows you to paste in, 

upload or link to texts or collections of texts and then 
analyze them using multiple tools (21) in panels that are 
composed into views. 

‣ translated into 9 other languages including Japanese, 
Arabic, Hebrew, Italian, French and Serbian 

‣ Open Source and Free 
‣ Well Used: In October of 2016 there were 81,686 page 

views of Voyant from 156 countries that represent 
1,173,252 tool invocations just on the main server.

from  G. Rockwell @hermeneuti.ca



Embedded Voyant + TextGrid



Design Principles
‣ modularity: tools should be able to fit together in various 

configurations 
‣ generalisation: tools should be designed to address a variety of 

types of text and uses 
‣ domain sensitivity: tools need to be sensitive to the ways in 

which textual scholars think of and interact with digital texts 
‣ flexibility: tools should be able to work with local or network 

sources in different formats 
‣ internationalisation: tools should allow users to work in different 

languages 
‣ performance: tools should be reasonably responsive in order to 

function in a web-based context 



Design Principles
‣ separation of concerns: it may be best to separate back-end 

analytic procedures from front-end interface concerns 
‣ extensibility: it should be easy to create new tools and adapt 

existing ones, especially for the purposes of experimentation 
‣ interoperability: tools should provide public APIs so that they 

can interact with other tools on the web 
‣ skinnability: tools should be able to present themselves 

differently for different user needs and preferences 
‣ scalability: tools should provide functionality both for a small 

corpus (like a book) or a large corpus (like many books) 
‣ simplicity: at least one view of the tools should be maximally 

simple in its interface 



Design Principles
‣ ubiquity: tools should lend themselves to being embedded in 

content elsewhere on the web 
‣ referenceability: tools and their results should lend themselves 

to being referenced and cited as academic resources



Voyant Exists in Two Forms
‣ A Webservice 
‣ Deployable on your own server

http://voyant-tools.org
https://github.com/sgsinclair/VoyantServer


Why Run Voyant On Your Own Server/
Machine?
1. You can keep your texts confidential as they will not be 

cached on our server; 
2. You can restart the server if it slows down or crashes; 
3. You can handle larger texts without the connection 

timing out; 
4. You can work offline (without an Internet connection); 
5. You can have participants in a group run their own 

instance without encountering load issues on our 
server.



Word Clouds - Cirrus
‣ What text do you think  

 it is a cloud for? 
‣ What features are  

being measuring in the  
text in some way?  

‣ How are the other  
features generated? 

‣ What words are missing?

https://voyant-tools.org/?corpus=austen&view=Cirrus


Dashboard
‣ What text do you think  

 it is a cloud for? 
‣ What features are  

being measuring in the  
text in some way?  

‣ How are the other  
features generated? 

‣ What words are missing?



The First Screen



Hands-On



Bubblelines
‣ Word Frequency over the length of the document 
‣



Bubbles
‣ Word Frequency over the length of the document 
‣



Catalogue
‣ Explore Works within a Corpus



Collocates Graph
‣ Visually represent collocates across a corpus



DreamScape - NEP with Geolocation



Knots
‣ Visually read word frequency across a corpus



Mandalla
‣ Works pulled towards popular terms



Microsearch
‣ Works composed by chosen term location



RezoViz
‣ Named Entites Connected by Frequency



StreamGraph
‣ Changes in Frequency of Word Use over Documents in 

Sequence 
‣



TermsBerry
‣ Compare High Frequency Terms with Collocates



TermsRadio
‣ Visualises terms frequency change over corpus



TextualArc
‣ Reads a corpus visually drawing frequency towards 

centre



Topics
‣ Generates rudimentary term clusters (topic modelling)  



Trends
‣ Distribution of Words Occurrence Frequency Across 

Corpus



Veliza
‣ Eliza chat based on your text corpus



WordTrees
‣ Visually explore term context



Where Next?
‣ Sentiment analysis - WordNet, ConceptNet 
‣ Named Entity Recognition - Keyword Extraction 
‣ Clustering  
‣ Topic Modeling 
‣ Tokenization, Part-of-speech Tagging, and Parsing
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